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To shock-headed Pan and the Nymphs of the 

sheepfold did the shepherd Theodotus set this his 

gift here under the hill, because, when he was sore 

tired by the parching summer heat, they refreshed 

him, holding out to him sweet water in their hands.

Anyte, 3rd century BC, Greece



Carl Ross, Die Grotte der Nymphe Egeria bei Rom, 1856
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Sandro Botticelli, Idealised Portrait of a Lady, 1480–1485
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The skirt pattern is chosen here based 

upon a Honan silk skirt worn by fashion 

model Jean Patchett on a trip to Cuba in 

1950. We have made the skirt using the 

Burda Style No. 6340 pattern with Brisbane 

Moss Shakespeare two-ply cotton twill in the 

lovat color. The waistband interfacing is 

made nonfused with organic cotton muslin. 

The sewing thread is Presencia No. 50 cot-

ton.

Worn here with an Oscalito Filo di 

Scozia cotton tank top no. 3100, it combines 

to make a very 1970s outfit.

Sewing Pattern

Wrap skirt
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Here we have chosen a dress pattern in 

a style made for several decades. This dress 

would usually be made with a fabric like 

poplin or broadcloth, but we chose to try 

something different and used voile.

The dress is made using Vogue Pattern 

No. V9182 and Okutex Full Voile cotton in 

the dark green color. The interfacing is made 

nonfused with Okutex cotton batiste. The 

buttons are Tomoi mother-of-pearl (Pinctada 

maxima), attached with Daruma No. 30 cot-

ton thread. The sewing thread is Presencia 

No. 60 cotton.

Sewing Pattern

Button-front dress
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High-quality natural fibers make the 

best materials, and the following are the 

sewing threads that we recommend and use 

in the Earthy workshop.

Presencia in Spain make a very com-

plete collection of three-ply cotton threads 

in nos. 40, 50, and 60. The no. 40 is the 

heaviest and can be used for medium-heavy 

fabrics and also as a general thread. The no. 

50 is a good general thread. And the no. 60 

is good for lightweight fabrics.

Toulemonde in France, with the Au 

Chinois brand, make one of our favorite 

cotton threads in three-ply no. 40. The 

small spools say no. 50, but this is a histori-

cal error that was left alone for the repro-

duction packaging—the small spools are 

really the same no. 40 thread as the larger 

spools. This is a good general thread.

DMC in France make Broder Machine 

two-ply cotton embroidery thread in no. 

50 that can be used for sewing lightweight 

fabrics. It is not quite as strong as some 

other options, but we still keep some 

around for various uses.

Yokota in Japan, with the 

DARUMA brand, make cotton hand-

sewing thread no. 30 that is strong and 

works well for attaching buttons.

Fujix in Japan, with the TIRE 

brand, make three-ply silk threads in nos. 

16, 30, and 50 that are nice for sewing silk 

and wool fabrics. The no. 16 is excellent 

for making handmade buttonholes and at-

taching medium and large buttons. The no. 

30 and no. 50 can be used for sewing de-

pending upon the fabric weight and desired 

seam strength.

Take care in choosing sewing thread 

for your garments. You don't want the 

seam to be stronger than the fabric. If the 

seam tears, it can be resewn. But if the fab-

ric tears, it is a more difficult repair.

Sewing thread
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John Faber the Younger, A Girl Spinning Thread, 18th century
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In the 19th century in the far north 

of France, a yarn began to be made in the 

city of L’Isle that would become renowned 

for creating the finest quality underwear 

and hosiery. First using flax linen and then 

later the best extra-long staple cotton 

(Gossypium barbadense), the fibers are 

combed to create a straight, strong, glossy 

yarn that is finely spun, then two yarns 

tightly twisted together in a two-ply con-

struction, and finally passed over a flame to 

remove nap and fuzz. This yarn would 

then be knit into the garments.

Later in the 19th century, the British 

added mercerization, the treatment of the 

yarns in a sodium hydroxide solution, and 

the most sought-after yarns were produced 

in Scotland. The mercerization increases 

the strength, elasticity, and breathability of 

the yarn, as well as imparting a natural an-

tibacterial quality and greater potential dye 

absorption. This Scottish origin still gives 

its name to this type of yarn today, where 

it can be found as Hilo de Escocia in Spanish, 

Fil d’Ecosse in French, and Filo di Scozia in 

Italian.

In Italy, there are two companies 

who create Filo di Scozia yarns today and a 

handful of companies that knit them into 

classic garments. Our favorite of these for 

women’s underwear is Oscalito, who have 

been making fine knitwear in Turin since 

1936. Shown here are the Filo di Scozia cot-

ton middle rise briefs no. 526. There is also 

a nice model of high rise briefs no. 527.

Natural materials are important for 

environment and health, they help to 

maintain a beneficial microclimate on the 

body, and are always the best choice in 

style. When raised or grown and processed 

appropriately, wool, silk, hemp, flax, and 

cotton can all work well. But Lisle cotton 

still maintains a unique place among the 

finest underwear. The best cotton sewing 

threads are made in a similar way, with the 

good makers using extra-long staple cotton 

in a multi-ply construction with the flame 

and mercerization treatments.

The Lisle Legend
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Clothespin par excellence
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The clothespin is one of the quintes-

sential items when it comes to care for the 

home and wardrobe, and it represents the 

best kind of environmentalism—natural, 

simple, and low-technology. Few things 

are as evocative of earthy and elegant living 

as the clothesline hung with freshly washed 

garments or bedclothes next to the stone 

and timber house and garden, with the 

forests, meadows, and river beyond.

The clothespins shown here are 

made by Heritage Clothespins in Texas 

with white ash (Fraxinus americana) from 

the southern Appalachian Mountains and 

stainless steel springs. We prefer them in 

unfinished wood, without any oil or wax, 

to ensure a natural construction. These are 

larger and stronger than most clothespins. 

Use with 1/4 inch (6 mm) rope. We use 

hemp rope.
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Italy is one of the places where old 

craft skills can still be found, if you know 

where to look. Founded in 1950 at the 

Monastery of Santa Croce in Florence as a 

collaboration between the Franciscan friars 

and two local families, Scuola del Cuoio 

began by teaching orphans artisan leather-

working. The workshop soon started sell-

ing its products directly, and the tradition 

Tuscan leather
picture frame
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continues today, with a broader range of 

students undertaking the scuola's courses 

and a selection of products available for 

purchase.

The more skilled artisans in the 

workshop make the items like desk sets, 

boxes, and the picture frames shown here. 

The frames are made with calfskin leather 

decorated with 22 karat gold lines and 

completed with silk moire backing and 

glass panel. Shown is the size to fit a 5 x 7 

inches photograph or other artwork, in the 

natural brown and dark green colors.

An excellent way to display your 

silver halide photographic prints of family, 

friends, and landscape.
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“At the shade of a proud palm tree 

an olive tree sprouts, and under the olive 

tree, the fig and the pomegranate, and un-

der that the grape. Under the grape the 

wheat, and then the leguminous. At last, 

the leafy greens. All that in the same year, 

and each one of them being fed at the 

shade of the other.”

—Pliny the Elder, Natural History,  AD 77

What many today consider a time-

less rural landscape—the vineyard whose 

neat rows trace the curves of a Tuscan hill, 

the waves of grain that run across the Tiber 

River valley, or the regimented rows of 

olive monocultures sprawling across 

parched Iberian plains—are anything but 

ageless. Indeed, they are an extremely re-

cent invention.

In Praise of
Promiscuous
Cultures

By Siddiq Khan



Jacob Philipp Hackert, Vue d’Ischia, Procida, Baia d’Pouzzole, 1793
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Edible landscaping, agroecology and 

forest gardening—the creation of produc-

tive environments conducive to human 

delectation and recreation that mimic the 

relationships, resilience, diversity, and dy-

namic processes of natural ecosystems—are 

modern phrases for practices stretching 

back into earliest antiquity. Eden, 

Shangdu, the hanging gardens of Babylon, 

the floating gardens of Xochimilco, are all 

superlative examples of edible landscaping.

The grape, the grain and the olive: 

with these primary colours as the basis of 

their palette, the diverse cuisines that con-

stitute the Mediterranean diet have painted 

their faded frescoes, their titanic arabesques 

and their rustic vignettes across the canvas 

of fifty centuries. Yet the earliest historical 

records mentioning these crops, such as the 

Old Testament, often puzzle modern read-

ers by the use of the term “vineyard” to 

denote a parcel of ground in which olive 

trees are planted. Based on textual and pic-

torial evidence, it is reasonable to conclude 

that in the ancient Near East, olive trees 

were planted amid grapevines.

In the Mishnah we read that the rab-

bis of two thousand years ago argued about 

what else besides olives could be planted in 

a vineyard without breaking “the law of 

diverse kinds”. Most agreed that vegetables, 

grains, and flowers could be planted in a 

vineyard, provided there was adequate 

spacing between the various species. They 

also discussed the question of training vines 

over non-fruit trees and fruit trees, and 

both the olive and fig tree are mentioned. 

A mosaic depicting a grape vine trellised 

onto the Tree of Life, discovered in the ru-

ins of one of the oldest known synagogues, 

further attests to the long-lived promi-

nence of forest gardening in the Middle 

Eastern regions of the Mediterranean basin.

On the other hand, throughout the 

European part of the Mediterranean—an 

area stretching from Greece through Italy, 

France and Spain, the coltura promiscua or 

coltura mista (translated as “promiscuous 

agriculture”, polyculture or mixed farm-

ing) landscapes predominated in many re-

gions.

These were mosaics of mixed cul-

tures on terraces, and are prominently de-

picted on paintings from the middle ages 

onward, but were first developed by the in-

digenous Etruscans of central Italy three 

thousand two hundred years ago, well be-

fore the rise of the Roman empire. Like 
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many native peoples, when they first began 

to cultivate vines the Etruscans did so in 

the same manner that they saw these plants 

grow wild in the woods (interestingly, a re-

cent study on the origins of domestication 

suggests that the first cultivation of cereal 

monocultures in the fertile crescent was 

likewise inspired by the natural ecology of 

wild grains). The grape vine, vitus vinifera, 

is a climbing shrub, a species of liana. In a 

woodland, its natural habitat, it tends to 

climb up a tree to reach as much light as 

possible above the underbrush (it is a very 

light-loving plant). However, it is not a 

parasite: the vine does not weaken the tree 

on which it clings. The practice of growing 

trees as a living trellis for grape vines came 

to be known as vite maritata: married vine. 

Originally the vines were not pruned, later 

they were subject to long pruning. The 

grapes therefore tended to grow vigorously 

with very long shoots that were woven 

into intricate patterns festooned between 

the trunks of their support trees, or draped 

from crown to crown forming a solid green 

wall several stories high—the original 

“vertical gardening”. Farmers harvested the 

grapes with the hands or with sickles, with 

ladders or using instruments with a very 

long handle.

Thus, the evidence suggests that do-

mestication of grapes, which occurred in-

dependently in central Asia around the 

foothills of the Caucasus (from whence it 

spread to the Middle East and Greece) and 

again in central western Italy, was on both 

occasions developed in the context of a so-

phisticated indigenous polyculture.

Over time these evolved into land-

scapes with promiscuous cultures of tree 

crops (including olive, maple, elm, almond, 

walnut, poplar, as well as various fruit trees 

such as fig, mulberry, and pomegranate) 

“married” to grapevines.  The trees, 

planted sparsely and pruned heavily so as 

not to shade the crops planted below, also 

provided leaves for animal forage, as well as 

fuel in the form of cuttings from the yearly 

coppicing (or, more accurately, pollarding). 

Between the rows of support trees and 

grapevines, a practice known in modern 

agroforestry parlance as “alley cropping” 

flourished, wherein companion plants, ei-

ther perennials or annuals such as grains, 

vegetables, pasture, aromatic herbs, flow-

ers, and legumes were planted in rotation, 

the latter of which provided nitrogen fixa-

tion and improved soil fertility. Two- or 
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three-course rotations were most common, 

such as alfalfa-wheat (every fourth year), or 

rapid short-season rotations such as millet-

lupine-turnip sown three times a year. 

Post-harvest stubble-grazing by sheep and 

goats, combined with mulching and con-

trolled burning, completed the holistically 

managed regime. Thus, fertility was regen-

erated through animal integration and 

closed loop nutrient cycling.

These landscapes always had exten-

sive transportation networks that con-

nected fields, pastures, forests and 

settlements and enabled the spatial interre-

lations through the transport of livestock, 

yields, manure and other means of produc-

tion. There was a more or less stable means 

of sustenance: drought might kill off win-

ter wheat but hardier olives and grapes 

would survive, and farm animals could al-

ways be fed on a combination of leaf-for-

age and other forage gathered from the 

woods. The polyculture did not end 

strictly at the confines of the field, as rural 

people had (and continue to have) intimate 

knowledge of wild edibles. The forest was 

simply a less-ordered part of the coltura 

promiscua. Indeed, alongside the tree crops 

of the terraces, grazed nut tree stands of 

mountain woodland and forest were sys-

tematically integrated throughout Mediter-

ranean mixed farming. These 

multifunctional stands belong to the broad 

category of indigenous tree crops with 

varying densities. Their management 

evolved over millennia and proved to be 

very sustainable as it is well adapted to lo-

cal conditions, which implies that mostly 

no irrigation, fertilization and pesticides 

are needed. In fact, they are like a substi-

tute nature, a semi-natural open forest. In 

the north, wild chestnut predominated un-

der the name selva castanille, in the south, 

oaks and pine were the main species, under 

the name montado/dehesa.

As in the complex multistrata agro-

forestry practiced for millennia in tropical 

home gardens, in coltura promiscua farm-

ers squeezed the maximum production out 

of the minimum of space through intensive 

interplanting. Because they could not, with 

their limited manpower and finances, pur-

chase or work larger fields, sharecroppers 

and peasants intensified production on the 

land that they tended. This meant primar-

ily using as much of the field as possible, 

i.e. going vertical.

Unsurprisingly, this traditional 
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polyculture was truly sustainable: it lasted 

for more than three thousand years from 

the pre-Roman period of the Etruscans 

right up to the 1960s. A survey of the Um-

brian region in Italy noted that in 1955, for 

vineyards, there were 126,550 hectares that 

were a mix of grain, vines, and trees, and 

only 1,520 hectares of “specialized vine-

yards” (i.e. monocultures of vines, what we 

think of when we hear the word “vine-

yard”). Over 98.8% of vineyards were 

mixed: “Vineyards were everywhere, but 

just vines were rare.”

In his Natural History, written in 

AD 77, the Roman polymath Pliny the El-

der stated that vines grown on living trel-

lises produced the finest wines: “The 

experience of ages, however, has suffi-

ciently proved that the wines of the highest 

quality are only grown upon vines attached 

to trees, and that even then the choicest 

wines are produced by the upper part of 

the tree, the produce of the lower part be-

ing more abundant; such being the benefi-

cial results of elevating the vine.”

Another advantage of this system 

was its resistance to disease. The history of 

phylloxera (Daktulosphaira vitifoliae), a bug 

that attacks the roots of European 

grapevines, seems a universal one, in that it 

quickly spread and destroyed huge swaths 

of vineyards starting in the mid-1800s. Yet 

the pest had a particularly late arrival in 

central Italy, especially in Umbria. Phyl-

loxera was first noticed in Perugia in 1891, 

then reached the nearby city of Gubbio by 

1899, but did not spread further. It reap-

peared in 1916 on the shores of Lago Trasi-

meno and only in 1933 reached Perugia 

again, as well as Foligno and Montefalco. 

Why the late arrival and slow spread? The 

reason was the “backwardness” of Umbrian 

agriculture: in other words, its use of the 

coltura promiscua. The roots of the 

grapevines in this system were stronger 

than those closely-spaced vines in mono-

culture vineyards, and their further dis-

tance from each other made transmission 

less likely. Even as late as the mid-1960s 

(when the last traditional fields were being 

ripped out) many of Umbria’s grapevines 

had not yet been attacked by phylloxera! 

In 19th century France, where the 

traditional polyculture involving tree-trel-

lised vines was known under the name cul-

ture en hautains, a similar disease resistance 

was noted regarding a viticulture technique 

whereby vines were grown widely spaced 
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apart and allowed to expand to large sizes. 

A Californian senator visiting France dur-

ing the 19th century, when disease was rav-

aging the grape vines of Europe, noted:

“If phylloxera invades Touraine, it 

will be curious to note the resistance 

offered it by the vineyards cultivated en 

chaintres. In fact, in the canton of Mon-

trichard, between Blois and Tours, this in-

genious method of culture has been in 

vogue for forty years. Every vine covers an 

extent of ten square metres (about twelve 

square yards), and the development of its 

roots has an equal extent underground. It is 

quite presumable that a vegetation so ex-

tensive and so vigorous would at least be as 

resistant to phylloxera as the American va-

rieties most renowned on this account. In 

the south, some viticulturists endeavor to 

protect themselves from the ravages of 

phylloxera by a method of culture en hau-

tains, allowing the vines to grow high, 

which, like the method en chaintres, gives 

the vine great vigor and great extent of 

roots. I have always thought that that was 

the best antidote for the scourge. In fact, 

pruning the vine short is contrary to na-

ture. This incessant mutilation of the vine, 

whose nature it is to spread indefinitely, 

weakens its vigor considerably; conse-

quently we must not be astonished to see it 

succumb to the attacks of an insect.”

Besides the agroecological benefits 

derived from these forest gardens, emerged 

an aesthetic delight scarcely imaginable to 

those accustomed to the one-dimensional 

farmlands of modern civilization. Roland 

de la Platière, a Frenchman traveling 

through Southern Italy in the 18th cen-

tury, describes the agricultural landscape as 

a forest, in which there are clearings, man-

sions and cities, linked by magnificent av-

enues:

“All the surrounding countryside, 

up to Naples, are covered with vines sup-

ported by trees, poplars or maples, planted 

in a straight line to form wide avenues. The 

branches are pulled in the direction of the 

trees; and when they manage to touch each 

other, they bond together: in this way, 

when the leaf grows and the bunches grow 

on the horizontally elongated shoots, the 

weight gives them a festoon bend, which 

produces a fascinating effect. Imagine a 

whole countryside so adorned with gar-

lands, vegetables and fruits that take color, 

and the lands beneath well cultivated with 

wheat, tubers, vegetables or artificial mead-
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ows, and you will have an idea of this ex-

cellent and beautiful country. It is, up to 

Naples, a continuous vegetable garden, 

with villas and country houses in large 

numbers and superb avenues. In the low-

lands the eye is limited; one finds oneself in 

a forest; but the slightest height unfolds all 

these riches of nature with pomp and mag-

nificence.”

The same scene led the Marquis de 

Sade, present in Naples in 1776, to think of 

a street parade during a carnival or country 

fair: “A superb road, flanked on both sides 

by large poplars and adorned with vine 

leaves. In short, everything gives the im-

pression of a party.”

This system could only last as long 

as manual labour, rather than mechaniza-

tion, predominated: “there was a duel to 

the death between the tractor and the 

tree.” Mixed fields could not be harvested 

with machines, which were ever more 

widespread after the second World War. 

Industrial crop varieties and chemical fer-

tilizers were other reasons for this system’s 

rapid disappearance. Another is the disap-

pearance of the manpower and skilled la-

bor needed to keep polycultures going, 

with the flight of rural people to the cities 

for better pay and the ease with which trac-

tors could cultivate extensive fields. Inten-

sive perennial polycultures became less 

profitable for landowners, leading to their 

near total abandonment. However, now 

that the stable well-paying urban jobs 

which induced rural depopulation are be-

coming increasingly scarce in the postin-

dustrial world, now that the global 

population is becoming more aware of 

both the immense ecological damage and 

ugliness produced by industrial farming as 

well as the immense beauty and promise of 

regenerative agriculture for restoring 

ecologies and livelihoods, now that a new 

generation of inspired, skilled individuals 

disaffected with big city life is turning back 

to the land in search of health and happiness

—now, at last, the time has come to take a 

stand once again, loud and proud, in praise 

of promiscuous cultures.⁕
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Jean-Baptiste-Camille Corot, Site d’Italie, Soleil Levant, 1835
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